Abstract :Development of Water Resources Projects is a complex task & needs huge investments. This makes it imperative to take a conscious, judicious and sound decision for investment and construction of projects. Any casual approach can lead to a variety of problems in execution, time and cost overruns offsetting the economics of the project. It is therefore necessary that projects are planned based on adequate surveys and investigations, well engineered, soundly designed & evaluated based on reliable economics. The benefit cost ratio and internal rate of return are the two techniques which help take decision regarding economic feasibility & sanctioning of projects in India. The Mhaisal lift irrigation project satisfies all the necessary norms & irrigation has been executed since 2004-2005. 
II. NECESSITY OF PROJECT APPRAISAL & EVALUATION:
Economic analysis of irrigation projects is necessary to test the economic feasibility of irrigation project and ranking of different alternatives in order to determine priority in investments. Economic Project Appraisal should determine whether a project is acceptable and is the best alternative. Appraisal is the analysis of costs &benefits before project is undertaken. The analysis is ex-ante.Evaluation is the analysis of costs and benefits undertaken after the project has commissioned (after a minimum of 5 to 10 years) . The analysis is ex-post. It assess the developmental impact of the project.Economic Project Appraisal should determine whether a project is acceptable and is the best alternative. It also helps in ranking of different alternatives in order to determine priority in investments.
III. TECHNIQUES OF SELECTING A PROJECT

Present methodology;
The benefit cost ratio method ,second Irrigation Commission, 1972, Government of India [1] endorsed the use of benefit cost ratio for judging the economic soundness of irrigation projects. B/C. Ratio has to be >= 1.5, in general B/C. Ratio can be >= 1.0, for irrigation projects in drought prone, flood prone or tribal areas. Net annual benefits = B / C is the ratio required. Annual Costs 3.2 Discounted cash flow techniques [2]  Discounted B -C Ratio = Present worth of total benefits Present worth of total costs  Net Present Worth = Present worth of Benefit -Present worth of cost  IRR is the discount rate at which discounted benefit cost ratio is = 1 3.2.1 Discounting . [3] Discounting is the process of adjusting the future values to the present by a discount rate. It takes care of time value of money. As the time passes the value of money changes. In economic analysis of irrigation projects, LIS or for that matter, any project, it is necessary to convert all cost & benefit streams to same level called base year. Discounting factors can be used for determining present worth of future payments. The present chapter deals with the changes that have taken place due to irrigation, particularly the transformation occurred because ofMhaisal Lift Irrigation Project. The benefit cost ratio during pre-project situation & post project time period are estimated based on the actual data of crop pattern & prices of agriculture produce.
The Background 4.1.1 The Maharashtra State
Maharashtra is the third largest State in Union of India considering population as well as area. It is located in the north center of Peninsular India. The River Krishna ( Fig.1 ) which originates in sahyadri ranges flow down on eastern side. This carries plenty of water The water in basin Krishna after running 30 kms. flows parallel to sahyadri ranges, from north to south.
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After crossing Karad, it flows eastward towards Sangli. Also, the waters in basins of Krishna, warna&Koyna flow parallel to sahyadri range of hills, this deprives some areas between sub basins to get water by gravity flow.
(The arrow should be pointed at blue line of Krishna river ) please make correction 
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The benefit cost ratio
. [7] The Post project( table.1) &Pre project crop patterns (table.2) along with total net benefits, the benefit cost ratio calculations (table.3) total cost of the project (table. 4), are as given the tables below [4] , [5] , [9] , [8] . Table.4 5.3 The internal Rate of return [7] The internal rate of return of the Mhaisal project is 11.2% estimated using M.S.Office-Excell
IV. CONCLUSIONS
